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1 Introduction

The trigger system [1] of the ATLAS experiment [2] is responsible for deciding which proton-proton (pp) bunch-crossing events are kept for later analysis. Storage and processing requirements limit the fraction of events that can be retained to the order of $10^{-5}$, with the rest being discarded and hence unavailable for further physics analysis.
Particles that interact via neither the strong nor the electromagnetic force, and that escape the experiment without decaying, leave no visible signature. Efficient trigger selection of events that contain such invisible particles is nevertheless essential for much of the ATLAS physics programme. Examples include searches for decays of the Higgs boson into invisible final states [3, 4], searches for new charged Higgs bosons decaying into $\tau\nu$ [5], searches for dark matter based on, for example, events in which invisible particles recoil against a single energetic jet [6], supersymmetry searches that involve a stable and invisible neutralino [7, 8], top-quark scalar partner searches [9] and searches for final states with stable long-lived particles [10]. Another recent example is the Standard Model (SM) Higgs boson decay into $b$-quarks [11], a process first observed in events in which the Higgs boson was produced in association with a $Z$ boson which itself decayed into unobserved neutrinos.

Selecting events that contain invisible particles is particularly difficult, precisely because such particles do not register in the detector. The strategy employed is to deduce the presence of these invisible particles from the apparent imbalance of the momentum calculated from the visible particles. In practice the imbalance in the direction parallel to the proton beams is not sensitive since the fraction of each proton’s momentum that participates in the collision is unknown, and much of the outgoing momentum in the beam direction is not observed. Instead, the momentum imbalance in the plane perpendicular to the proton beams is the quantity of most interest; it is known as the missing transverse momentum, and its magnitude is conventionally denoted by $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$.

The $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ triggers used by ATLAS are based on transverse momentum imbalance within the calorimeter only. Muons are approximately invisible in the calorimeter [12], and so are treated in these calculations much like neutrinos. Neglecting muons results in a negligible cost in terms of additional trigger rate since events containing muons with large transverse momentum are rare. These calorimeter-only algorithms also have the advantage that they can efficiently select events that contain high-$p_{T}$ muons. For example, the $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ trigger is also used to select events in which the Higgs boson is produced in association with a $Z$ boson decaying into muons, or events containing a $W$ boson decaying into $\mu\nu$ [11].

Given that the selection of events by the $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ trigger is based on energy deposited throughout the calorimeter, there are particular reconstruction challenges. ATLAS employs a trigger system that uses a region-of-interest trigger strategy [1] where the lowest-level trigger identifies potentially interesting objects in each event and, for those events that satisfy the selection criteria, it provides regions of interest to be further analysed by the higher-level trigger. This technique of reconstructing objects only in particular regions of the detector is useful for simplifying the computational task, but generally unsuited to $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ triggers which must sum momenta over the full solid angle that is instrumented.

The most significant challenge to the $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ triggers during the 13 TeV Run-2 data-taking period (2015–2018) was the factor of four increase in the number of proton-proton collisions occurring within each bunch crossing. The additional collisions, known as pile-up, were a consequence of the corresponding increase in LHC luminosity from $0.5 \times 10^{34} \text{ cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}$ in 2015 to $2.0 \times 10^{34} \text{ cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}$ in 2017 and 2018. The peak luminosity of $2.0 \times 10^{34} \text{ cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}$ was achieved with 2544 bunches of circulating protons, a mean number of $pp$ interactions per bunch crossing ($\mu$) = 56, and a peak pile-up of 70 interactions. The energy from the ad-
ditional pile-up collisions is deposited throughout the detector. Due to the shaping time of the front-end electronics, the calorimeter response is affected by pile-up from several preceding bunch crossings [13]. The overall effect of both forms of pile-up is to degrade the $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}$ resolution of the detector. With the existing Run-1 algorithms, this rise in pile-up would have led to an unacceptable order-of-magnitude increase in trigger rate unless thresholds were raised, and that would in turn have significantly diminished the signal efficiencies.

This paper describes algorithms introduced during Run 2 that provide greater pile-up resilience and background rejection while maintaining a signal acceptance similar to that in Run 1. These algorithms were able to keep output rates within a tolerable 100 Hz even at $\langle \mu \rangle = 56$. The design of these algorithms is described in detail, and comparative studies of their performance using data and simulation are provided.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the ATLAS detector. The $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}$ trigger algorithms are introduced in section 3. The offline $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}$ algorithm against which the trigger is compared is defined in section 4. The trigger performance studies and their results are described in section 5. The conclusions are presented in section 6.

2 ATLAS detector

The ATLAS detector [2] at the LHC covers nearly the entire solid angle around the collision point. It consists of an inner tracking detector surrounded by a thin superconducting solenoid, electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters, and a muon spectrometer incorporating three large superconducting toroidal magnet systems.

The inner-detector system is immersed in a 2 T axial magnetic field and provides charged-particle tracking in the range $|\eta| < 2.5$. The high-granularity silicon pixel detector covers the collision vertex region [14]. It is followed by the silicon microstrip tracker. These silicon detectors are complemented by the transition radiation tracker.

The calorimeter system has approximately 188,000 cells and covers the pseudorapidity range $|\eta| < 4.9$. Within the region $|\eta| < 3.2$, electromagnetic calorimetry is provided by barrel and endcap high-granularity lead/liquid-argon (LAr) sampling calorimeters (ECAL), with an additional thin LAr presampler covering $|\eta| < 1.8$ to correct for energy loss in material upstream of the calorimeters. The ECAL is between 24 and 27 radiation lengths ($X_0$) deep, and its granularity in the barrel in terms of $\Delta \eta \times \Delta \phi$ is typically $0.025 \times \pi/128$, with variations in segmentation with layer and $|\eta|$ as described in ref. [13].

Hadronic calorimetry is provided by the steel/scintillator-tile calorimeter (HCAL), segmented into three barrel structures within $|\eta| < 1.7$, and two copper/LAr hadronic endcap calorimeters. The solid angle coverage is completed with forward copper/LAr and tungsten/LAr calorimeter modules (FCAL) optimized for electromagnetic (FCAL1) and hadronic (FCAL2 and FCAL3) measurements respectively. The combined depth of the

---

1ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in the centre of the detector and the z-axis along the beam pipe. The x-axis points from the IP to the centre of the LHC ring, and the y-axis points upwards. Cylindrical coordinates ($r, \phi$) are used in the transverse plane, $\phi$ being the azimuthal angle around the z-axis. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar angle $\theta$ as $\eta = -\ln \tan(\theta/2)$. Angular separation is measured in units of $\Delta R \equiv \sqrt{(\Delta \eta)^2 + (\Delta \phi)^2}$. 
calorimeters for hadronic energy measurements is more than 10 nuclear interaction lengths nearly everywhere across the full detector acceptance ($|\eta| < 4.9$). The granularity is as fine as $0.1 \times \pi/32$, again with variations in segmentation with layer and $|\eta|$ as described in ref. [13].

The muon spectrometer comprises separate trigger and high-precision tracking chambers measuring the deflection of muons in a magnetic field generated by the superconducting air-core toroids. The field integral of the toroids ranges between 2.0 and 6.0 T m across most of the detector. A set of precision chambers covers the region $|\eta| < 2.7$ with three layers of monitored drift tubes, complemented by cathode strip chambers in the forward region, where the background is highest. The muon trigger system covers the range $|\eta| < 2.4$ with resistive plate chambers in the barrel and thin gap chambers in the endcap regions.

A two-level trigger system is used to select interesting events [1]. It consists of a hardware-based first-level trigger (Level-1, L1) and a software-based high-level trigger (HLT) running on a farm of approximately 50 k processing units. The L1 trigger decision is formed by the Central Trigger Processor, which receives inputs from the L1 calorimeter (L1Calo) [15] and L1 muon triggers as well as several other subsystems. The L1 trigger decision is formed with a latency of 2.2 $\mu$s. The HLT has access to the full event and a decision is made within an average time of 500 ms.

3 Description of the $E^\text{miss}_T$ trigger algorithms

The operational demands of the trigger prioritize low latency, rapid processing, and large background rejection while making use of limited detector information. Thus the online $E^\text{miss}_T$ trigger algorithms are specifically designed for this purpose and so differ from the offline $E^\text{miss}_T$ reconstruction algorithms used in subsequent physics analyses [16, 17].

The ATLAS HLT processes approximately 100 kHz of L1 accepted events, of which about 5 to 10 kHz come from the L1 $E^\text{miss}_T$ trigger. The HLT $E^\text{miss}_T$ algorithms accept events at a rate of about 1200 Hz averaged over a typical LHC fill [18]. The requirement that the $E^\text{miss}_T$ algorithms utilize not more than $\mathcal{O}(100 \text{ ms})$ makes the use of inner-detector tracking information generally too computationally expensive, since the corresponding evaluation time can take $\mathcal{O}(1\text{–}5 \text{ s})$. Thus, all of the algorithms described below use only the calorimeter.\footnote{Here and in what follows it should be understood that the singular ‘calorimeter’ refers to the calorimeter system as a whole.}

For all algorithms the energy measured by the calorimeter is associated with some set of energy depositions, generally referred to as elements. The definition of the set of elements is algorithm-dependent. For example, the set of elements could be all of the calorimeter cells or the reconstructed jets. In each case, the individual elements characterize the local energy deposits, while the complete set captures the overall distribution of energy in the calorimeter. Elements are indexed by the label $i$; the energy $E_i$ deposited in each element is also associated with a polar angle $\theta_i$ (or equivalently a pseudorapidity $\eta_i$) and an azimuthal angle $\phi_i$. 
The components of the missing transverse momentum two-vector $\vec{E}_{\text{miss}}^T$ are calculated from the energy in the elements in the approximation of massless particles

$$
\begin{align*}
E_{\text{miss}}^x &= - \sum_{i=1}^{\text{[Elements]}} E_i \sin \theta_i \cos \phi_i, \\
E_{\text{miss}}^y &= - \sum_{i=1}^{\text{[Elements]}} E_i \sin \theta_i \sin \phi_i,
\end{align*}
$$

(3.1)

where $\text{[Elements]}$ indicates the number of elements. The magnitude $E_{\text{miss}}^T = \sqrt{(E_{\text{miss}}^x)^2 + (E_{\text{miss}}^y)^2}$ of this two-vector is used in the selection of candidate events for further study. The quantity $E_T = E_i \sin \theta_i$ is conventionally known as the transverse energy, and is useful in characterizing events. The total transverse energy in the calorimeter is given by the scalar sum

$$\sum E_T = \sum_{i=1}^{\text{[Elements]}} E_i \sin \theta_i.$$

The algorithms used are presented in the following sections. They differ in how they select the elements which enter into the sums and in how they make corrections to the energies of the elements.

### 3.1 Level-1 trigger

The ATLAS L1 trigger is implemented in firmware running on custom-made electronics [15]. Analogue sums of the input signals from calorimeter cells forming projective towers are digitized, with the granularity in the projective coordinates $\eta$ and $\phi$ being approximately $\Delta \eta \times \Delta \phi = 0.1 \times 0.1$ for the detector region $|\eta| < 2.5$ and both larger and less regular for $|\eta| > 2.5$, as described in ref. [15]. The digitization results in counts that nominally correspond to 1 GeV in $E_T$. A fixed threshold that depends on $\eta$ is then applied per tower: the energy $E_i$ of any tower which is below this threshold is set to zero in the subsequent calculations. The threshold is adjusted to provide a fixed occupancy of 0.5–1% based on data unbiased by a trigger selection. This occupancy threshold is optimized to give an acceptable rate for a trigger that efficiently selects events with $E_{\text{miss}}^T > 150$ GeV. As the LHC luminosity increased, the occupancy tended to grow, leading to higher thresholds as described in ref. [19].

The calorimeter noise thresholds vary from 1 to 9 GeV depending on the pseudorapidity and whether the calorimeter layer is electromagnetic or hadronic. The noise thresholds were periodically reoptimized during the period under study, particularly when the collider parameters, and as a result the pile-up, were varied. In the performance studies that follow, particular attention is paid to three periods during 2017 that have different pile-up distributions; these periods are labelled with the symbols $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $\gamma$. The pile-up at the start of the LHC fill increased from around $\langle \mu \rangle = 40$ for period $\alpha$ to $\langle \mu \rangle = 60$ for period $\gamma$. The largest changes in threshold occurred for the towers with $4.0 < |\eta| < 4.9$ in the electromagnetic layer, and the thresholds were 6, 7 and 9 GeV for periods $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $\gamma$ respectively. After the threshold is applied, the towers are summed into larger projective towers which have an approximate granularity of $\Delta \eta \times \Delta \phi = 0.2 \times 0.2$ and are referred
to as jet elements. The $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ is then computed by summing the $x$ and $y$ projections of the jet elements using eq. (3.1).

Events that are accepted by the L1 trigger are transferred to the HLT where the $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ is recalculated using one or more of the algorithms described in sections 3.2 to 3.5.

### 3.2 Trigger using calorimeter cell signals (cell)

The most basic HLT algorithm, cell, determines $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ from a sum over the full set of 188 k calorimeter cells to determine $E_x$ and $E_y$, without adjusting for hadronic vs electromagnetic calibrations or for pile-up corrections. To reduce the effect of noise from electronics and pile-up, only cells satisfying $|E_i| > 2\sigma_i$ are included in this sum. Here $\sigma_i$ is the expected energy-equivalent noise in cell $i$ described in ref. [13]. Its value is based on expectations for electronic noise and pile-up prior to data taking. Negative energy cells are included because the LAr electronics are designed so that signals from pile-up in later bunch crossings appear as negative energy and so tend to cancel energy deposits from earlier pile-up signals [20]. For the 2015 and 2016 run periods, the noise thresholds were configured for an average number of interactions $\langle \mu \rangle = 30$. For 2017 and 2018 they were configured for $\langle \mu \rangle = 40$. In addition, the requirement $E_i > -5\sigma_i$ is used to protect against spurious large negative cell signals.

### 3.3 Trigger using topological clusters of calorimeter cells (tc,lcw)

The topological clustering [13] of calorimeter cells forms an early stage of many ATLAS reconstruction algorithms. It offers the possibility of identifying clusters as either electromagnetic or hadronic in origin, and thus allows appropriate calibration (‘local cell weighting’) before using them as inputs for jet reconstruction and calculation of $E_T^{\text{miss}}$.

Topological clusters are formed in a multistage process. First the algorithm identifies calorimeter seed cells each with $|E_i| > 4\sigma_i$. All cells neighbouring a seed cell are collected in all three spatial dimensions and added to the cluster. If any of those neighbouring cells satisfy $|E_i| > 2\sigma_i$, then their neighbours are collected as well, and the process continues iteratively until no further neighbours satisfying the requirement can be identified. Finally, all neighbouring cells are added to the cluster, regardless of their energy. After this initial cluster formation, an algorithm is run which splits clusters between local signal maxima (again, in three dimensions). The energies of these clusters are corrected for the type of energy deposit after each one has been classified as being either electromagnetic or hadronic in origin.

These energy-calibrated clusters can be used directly in an $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ calculation, which is denoted tc,lcw. These topological clusters also form the inputs to all of the following algorithms.

### 3.4 Trigger based on jets (mht)

In most events of interest, hadronic jets tend to dominate the visible momentum. Since these jets can be calibrated accurately [21], there is good motivation to use them as the basis of an $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ calculation. In addition, the calculation of the $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ from the calorimeter signals described previously includes energy from pile-up, while jets are corrected on-average for pile-up effects. Using only calibrated jets for $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ reconstruction yields a representation that is referred to as mht.
The mht algorithm calculates $E_{\text{miss}}^T$ from the negative transverse momentum vector sum of all jets above a threshold of 7 GeV before calibration. The HLT jets are reconstructed from calibrated topological clusters (defined in section 3.3) using the anti-$k_T$ jet algorithm with a radius parameter of $R = 0.4$ [22] implemented in the FastJet toolkit [23].

These jets are calibrated in a procedure similar to that used for offline physics analysis [21]. First, the estimated pile-up contribution to jets is removed using the jet-area-based pile-up suppression method [24, 25]. After pile-up subtraction, jets are calibrated using the simulation-based calibration described in ref. [26]. The energy deposits that arise from photons, electrons or hadronically decaying $\tau$-leptons, are included in the jet reconstruction.

3.5 Trigger implementing local pile-up suppression ($pufit$)

The $pufit$ algorithm corrects for pile-up effects on high-$E_T$ calorimeter signals contributing to $E_{\text{miss}}^T$. It employs a pile-up estimate obtained from a fit to lower-$E_T$ signals. It takes as inputs the topological clusters defined in section 3.3 and combines them into $\eta-\phi$ patches that correspond approximately to the size of a jet with $R = 0.4$. A fit is then performed which estimates the energy contribution to each patch from pile-up, based on the energy deposited and its spatial fluctuations across the calorimeter. Finally, the pile-up-subtracted patches are used to determine the $E_{\text{miss}}^T$.

The strategy is based on the assumption that high-$E_T$ energy deposits are associated with a hard-scatter collision of interest whereas the low-$E_T$ deposits are the result of pile-up. The $pufit$ algorithm proceeds by performing a fit that constrains to zero (within fluctuations) the summed transverse momentum components $E_x$ and $E_y$ from the pile-up energy deposits. The $E_{\text{miss}}^T$ vector is then determined by summing the $E_x$ and $E_y$ of the high-$E_T$ deposits after subtracting the estimated pile-up contributions.

The $pufit$ algorithm uses the measured structure of the energy deposition in each event. This contrasts with other approaches such as that of ref. [27] which estimate pile-up contributions by defining a median transverse energy density $h$ that is then used in subtracting pile-up from high-$E_T$ deposits. The $pufit$ algorithm is observed to outperform the standard pile-up-density algorithms in the context of the HLT, so these other algorithms are not described further. The full definition of the algorithm, and the event-by-event fit performed, can be found in appendix A.

4 Offline object and $E_{\text{miss}}^T$ reconstruction

When defining selections of events for which performance characteristics are desired, standard ATLAS offline algorithms are used to reconstruct and identify electrons, muons, $\tau$-leptons, jets and $b$-tagged jets, as described in appendix B.

The offline $E_{\text{miss}}^T$ is also computed using these reconstructed objects since they tend to have better resolution than individual tracks or clusters in the calorimeter. First, the contributions from high-$p_T$ electrons, photons, $\tau$-leptons and jets are summed, following the procedure described in ref. [16]. To account for the activity from the underlying event, tracks not associated with one of the above objects are also included in the $E_{\text{miss}}^T$ calculation. The $E_{\text{miss}}^T$ definition described above is referred to as ‘tight’ in the following.
In some cases, the so-called ‘tenacious’ offline $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ definition is used in order to make the jet selections less sensitive to pile-up. With this algorithm, jets that have $|\eta| > 2.4$ and $p_{T} < 35 \text{ GeV}$ are vetoed, along with jets with $p_{T} < 120 \text{ GeV}$ that fail the forward jet vertex tagger (JVT) requirement that utilizes jet correlations to reject pile-up jets in a region without a tracking detector [28]. The working point used corresponds to an efficiency of 92% for hard-scatter jets. Jets with $|\eta| < 2.4$ and $p_{T}$ within $20-40 \text{ GeV}$ are used only if they satisfy a JVT requirement that yields an 85% efficiency for hard-scatter jets. Jets with $p_{T}$ within $40-60 \text{ GeV}$ and $60-120 \text{ GeV}$ are used only if they satisfy a similar requirement with an efficiency of 92% and 97% respectively.

For all purposes considered in this paper, the offline $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ is computed without any contribution to the visible momentum from any muon(s). This method of computing $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ facilitates comparison with the $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ trigger algorithms which use calorimeter information only.

5 $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ trigger performance

The figures of merit used to characterize the performance of the $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ trigger algorithm include: CPU time, trigger rate, efficiencies with respect to well-defined references, stability of the efficiencies for several different kinds of events, and the instantaneous luminosity dependence of these characteristics. Depending on the characteristics under study, the L1 and HLT algorithm performances, both individually and when used consecutively, are of interest. Good performance is characterized by a trigger which has stable high efficiency for signal events of interest, and, at the same time, a stable low output rate.

The trigger efficiency is defined by:

$$\varepsilon(S_{i}) = \frac{N(\text{trigger}|S_{i})}{N(S_{i})},$$

where $N(S_{i})$ is the size of the sample of events satisfying some selection $S_{i}$ which is typically designed to isolate events within a narrow range of $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$. To assess the efficiency of the trigger, $S_{i}$ is relaxed to capture events that satisfy some lower $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ threshold. In either case, the numerator $N(\text{trigger}|S_{i})$ is the size of the subset of events that also satisfies the $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ trigger requirement.

5.1 Background model based on detector resolution

The $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ trigger rate behaviour in the absence of pile-up corrections can be studied with the cell $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ algorithm. This algorithm does not attempt to correct for the effects of pileup, other than via adjustments to the cell noise thresholds. A model has been constructed that captures the dependencies of the unbiased event acceptance (and hence trigger rate) of the cell $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ trigger algorithm on pile-up. The model is sufficient for the purpose of understanding the behaviour of the rate and demonstrates the need for more-sophisticated algorithms to deal with the large increase in pile-up through the period under study.
The cell $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ distribution is modelled with two components. The first is due to calorimeter energy resolution effects. This resolution is assumed to depend on the instantaneous number $\mu$ of $pp$ interactions per bunch crossing only through their combined contribution to the total calorimeter transverse energy $\Sigma E_T$, upon which the resolution in turn depends. The second component is the high $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ tail of the distribution, which is assumed to arise from events with rarer measurement fluctuations and events containing non-interacting particles (such as semileptonic decays of $b$- or $c$-hadrons). The probability of the second class of fluctuations is assumed to scale linearly with instantaneous luminosity. The two components are combined to form the vector sum of the two $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ values, with the azimuthal angle difference between the two components randomly oriented with respect to each other. By modelling the dependencies in this way, and by measuring the parameters of the model at low luminosity (and hence low pile-up), predictions of the $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ distribution and trigger rates can be obtained for higher $\mu$. The detailed description of the model may be found in appendix C.

To compare the calculation with measurements, data are selected by combining events obtained with several triggers, shown in table 1. For low $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ values, events obtained with an unbiased random trigger (zero bias) are used. The background events, which dominate the rate, were selected using a zero bias trigger, weighted to the instantaneous luminosity per bunch by requiring that an electron trigger fired in the previous LHC orbit of this bunch. Such triggers are prescaled, meaning that only one in $N$ events is accepted for some number $N$. Since the prescale factor $N$ for random triggers is high, there are not enough recorded events at high $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ for the study of the trigger background. These events are therefore supplemented with samples collected by a suite of triggers which require $L1 E_T^{\text{miss}}$ to be greater than a set of thresholds in the range 30 GeV to 50 GeV, as shown in table 1. The efficiencies for selecting events with higher $L1 E_T^{\text{miss}}$ thresholds (and lowest prescales) are found successively from those selected at lower thresholds (and correspondingly higher prescale), until those with the lowest $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ have their efficiencies determined using the random trigger.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trigger</th>
<th>Prescale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random triggers</td>
<td>$O(10^6)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L1 E_T^{\text{miss}} &gt; 30 \text{ GeV}$</td>
<td>$O(10^5)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L1 E_T^{\text{miss}} &gt; 50 \text{ GeV}$</td>
<td>$O(10^3)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Triggers used for comparing the cell $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ acceptance model with data.
rameters were extracted from the full data set, and therefore are averaged over these effects. Nonetheless, as can be seen in figure 1, the model reproduces the key features of the data over the approximately nine orders of magnitude range of each distribution. Comparisons performed for values of average pile-up in the range $15 \lesssim \langle \mu \rangle \lesssim 60$ show that the model accounts for all qualitative features of the data in this range. Beyond these values it is found to somewhat underestimate (overestimate) the $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ tail for higher (lower) values of $\langle \mu \rangle$.

Three regions can be seen in figure 1. For low $E_T^{\text{miss}}$, the resolution term dominates, and the rate grows exponentially with increasing $\mu$. At high $E_T^{\text{miss}}$, the tail term dominates, and the rate is linear in $\mu$. Both of these terms contribute at intermediate $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ values. In this region there is a transition from exponential to linear behaviour with increasing $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ threshold. As $\mu$ increases, this transition region moves to higher values of $E_T^{\text{miss}}$. For a fixed $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ threshold trigger, the rate dependence on $\mu$ varies from linear to exponential with increasing $\mu$. The value of $\mu$ at which this transition occurs will vary according to the $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ threshold applied.

Figure 2 shows the prediction for the cell $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ algorithm pass-fraction at fixed threshold as a function of $\mu$. LHC Run-2 luminosities produced instantaneous $\mu$ as high as about 70, although the figure also shows extrapolated predictions up to $\mu = 200$. If the cell $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ algorithm had been the primary $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ trigger during Run 2, the threshold would have been raised considerably to keep the trigger rate within affordable limits. This increase in thresh-
Figure 2. The $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ model predicted trigger rate as a function of $\mu$ for the cell $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ algorithm with a threshold of 80 GeV and 120 GeV, assuming no additional pile-up mitigation.

Figure 3. (a) The L1 $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ trigger efficiency, shown as a function of $p_{T}(\mu\mu)$ in $Z \rightarrow \mu\mu$ events. (b) The efficiencies in the plot are shown for events satisfying a $Z \rightarrow \mu\mu$ selection and with $p_{T}(\mu\mu)$ larger than 150 GeV vs pile-up for each of the four years of data taking. The uncertainties are statistical.

old would have significantly decreased the efficiency for signal events. Algorithms which better correct for pile-up were therefore introduced for Run 2 and used either in conjunction with or in place of the cell $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ algorithm.

5.2 Level-1 trigger performance

The efficiency of the L1 $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ trigger is determined using a $Z \rightarrow \mu\mu$ events. The muons have little interaction with the calorimeter, so the transverse momentum $p_{T}(\mu\mu)$ of the dimuon system provides a good estimate of the $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ expected in the trigger calculations.

To select events with two muons, a trigger requiring either two muon candidates each with $p_{T} > 14$ GeV, or an asymmetric threshold of 22 GeV for the leading muon and 8 GeV...
for the sub-leading muon was used. The offline selection then requires that each of the two muons has $p_T > 25$ GeV, and that the dimuon invariant mass be in the range $66.6 \text{ GeV} < m(\mu\mu) < 116.6 \text{ GeV}$.

The efficiency is shown as a function of $p_T(\mu\mu)$ in figure 3a for an L1 nominal threshold of 50 GeV, at which the algorithm was generally run without prescaling. It can be observed that the algorithm achieves an efficiency of approximately 90% for a dimuon $p_T$ of 150 GeV. The L1 $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ trigger efficiency for a $Z \rightarrow \mu\mu$ selection is shown as a function of $\langle \mu \rangle$ for different years in figure 3b. A threshold of $p_T(\mu\mu) > 150$ GeV is used for the efficiency calculation since for $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ values in the range 150–175 GeV, the L1 trigger is sufficiently close to fully efficient to be interesting for many physics analyses. It is observed that the same efficiency was maintained to within a few percent as the pile-up increased.

Figure 4a shows the corresponding typical trigger rate as a function of the mean pile-up $\langle \mu \rangle$, which rises with increasing luminosity. Each of the three periods shown has its own set of values of the L1 calorimeter noise thresholds, which increase with increasing $\langle \mu \rangle$ as the period changes from $\alpha$ to $\beta$ to $\gamma$. The effect of the different noise thresholds used during the periods in 2017 (labelled $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $\gamma$), can be observed. As anticipated, higher calorimeter noise thresholds lead to much reduced trigger rates, particularly at higher $\langle \mu \rangle$.

The L1 $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ trigger efficiency for a $Z \rightarrow \mu\mu$ selection is shown as a function of $\langle \mu \rangle$ is shown for the three periods with different noise thresholds during 2017 in figure 4b. Even though the calorimeter noise thresholds increase to moderate the trigger rate, the efficiency remains stable.

5.3 High-level trigger performance

The HLT background acceptance, which is proportional to the trigger rate, is defined as the fraction of events that have $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ computed by the HLT algorithm above a given threshold.
It is determined using events collected by a dedicated set of L1 triggers, unbiased by the
HLT, as described in section 5.1.

The signal efficiency is determined by events collected using the $Z \rightarrow \mu \mu$ selection
described in section 5.2. A subsample is selected with an additional requirement that
the L1 trigger satisfy $E_T^{\text{miss}} > 50\,\text{GeV}$, in order to determine the efficiency of the HLT
algorithms alone.

Curves of background rejection versus signal efficiency are obtained by varying the HLT
trigger threshold. Figure 5 compares such curves for the four $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ algorithms defined in
section 3, for different amounts of pile-up. For low pile-up ($\langle \mu \rangle < 20$) the efficiencies
at which the tc_lcw and the mht $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ algorithms have equal-efficiency rejection power
within a factor of three to that of pufit $E_T^{\text{miss}}$. The cell $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ algorithm has lower
Corresponding efficiency. As pile-up increases, tc_lcw and mht suffer the most degradation
in their performance, whereas the pufit $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ trigger, which was designed to be robust
against increasing pile-up, continues to simultaneously achieve good signal efficiency and
large background rejection.

By combining different high-level triggers it was found to be possible to further improve
the overall HLT performance. The simplest way to achieve this is by demanding that more
than one $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ algorithm indicates that the event has high $E_T^{\text{miss}}$. The rationale for such a
combination is as follows. The trigger rate of each algorithm for $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ greater than about
50 GeV is typically dominated by contributions from the resolution tails of poorly measured
events which often contain little true $E_T^{\text{miss}}$. Since these tails depend on the details of the
algorithm, populations of poorly reconstructed events in the high $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ tails differ between
algorithms. By contrast, events with large true $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ caused by invisible particles tend to
produce a large $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ with all algorithms. Therefore, requiring events to have large $E_T^{\text{miss}}$
in more than one algorithm, with appropriate thresholds for each, can result in reduced
trigger rates for a similar overall efficiency.

The joint use of two $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ algorithms was found to be particularly useful when com-
bining the pufit and cell algorithms. Figure 6 shows the relative signal acceptance and
background rejection curves of the combined pufit+cell algorithm compared with those
of pufit alone or cell alone. With suitable thresholds, the combinations can have a higher
rejection at the same efficiency than does either algorithm used alone.

The efficiencies of the cell, pufit and combined pufit+cell algorithms are shown
as a function of $p_T(\mu\mu)$ and as a function of the offline $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ in figure 7. In order to have
a fair comparison between the algorithms, each algorithm’s trigger threshold has been
set such that their background rejections (and hence trigger acceptance rates) are equal.
The combined pufit+cell algorithm is again observed to have higher efficiency for signal
events throughout the turn-on region than does either of the individual algorithms. The
behaviour is consistent regardless of whether the efficiency is calculated as a function of
$p_T(\mu\mu)$ or the offline $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ (with muons treated as invisible).

The improved acceptance for physics analyses that results from using the new algo-
rithms can be considerable. Figure 7 shows that the new pufit+cell trigger reaches its
plateau efficiency at a $Z$ boson $p_T$ about 25 GeV below that of the cell trigger operating
at the same rate. This permits a correspondingly 25 GeV lower offline $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ threshold to
Signal efficiency on $Z \rightarrow \mu\mu$ events with $p_T(\mu\mu) > 175$ GeV is calculated after applying an additional offline $E_T^{miss}$ requirement, or an offline $p_T(\mu\mu) > 175$ GeV requirement. Figure 8 (left) shows efficiencies for both the L1 trigger and the full (L1+HLT) trigger chain for data recorded at the end of 2018. The trigger efficiencies for a fixed $p_T(\mu\mu)$
Figure 6. Relative background acceptance fraction vs. relative efficiency for two different $p_T(\mu\mu)$ thresholds: (a) $p_T(\mu\mu) > 150$ GeV and (b) $p_T(\mu\mu) > 175$ GeV for data recorded in the year 2018. Two of the curves show the performance of the stand-alone cell algorithm and the stand-alone pufit algorithm. The other two show combined algorithms each formed by requiring that the event satisfy both a fixed threshold (either 65 GeV or 70 GeV as shown in the legend) for the cell algorithm and a pufit $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ threshold which varies along the curve. In each plot the background acceptance fractions and the efficiencies are relative to those of the pufit $E_T^{\text{miss}} > 110$ GeV trigger and thus can be greater than one. The diamond indicates the performance of the pufit $E_T^{\text{miss}} > 110$ GeV trigger while the cross indicates the performance of the combined (pufit $E_T^{\text{miss}} > 110$ GeV and cell $E_T^{\text{miss}} > 50$ GeV) trigger.

Figure 7. Turn-on efficiency curves are shown for $Z \rightarrow \mu\mu$ events for three algorithms: the cell algorithm alone, the pufit algorithm alone and the combined cell+pufit algorithm. The thresholds are set such that the algorithms have equal rates, and the data were recorded in the year 2018. (a) The trigger efficiency with respect to $p_T(\mu\mu)$. (b) The trigger efficiency with respect to the offline $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ calculation with muons treated as being invisible.
Figure 8. Efficiencies for $Z \rightarrow \mu\mu$ events are shown for the L1 $E_{T}^{\text{miss}} > 50$ GeV trigger (square) and for the complete L1+HLT trigger chain (circle) that also requires $\text{pufit } E_{T}^{\text{miss}} > 110$ GeV. The uncertainties are statistical. Each is shown as a function of $\langle \mu \rangle$, either for a $p_{T}(\mu\mu)$ threshold as in the left plots: (a) and (c) or for an offline $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ threshold as shown in the right plots: (b) and (d).

The upper two plots (a) and (b) show thresholds of 150 GeV, while the lower two plots (c) and (d) correspond to thresholds of 175 GeV.

Thresholds show no significant decrease, even for the highest values of $\langle \mu \rangle$. However, when compared with an offline $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ threshold in figure 8 (right), an apparent degradation of the trigger efficiency is observed for high $\langle \mu \rangle$. This indicates that the difference between the online and offline $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ definitions has a larger effect at higher $\langle \mu \rangle$.

5.4 Trigger menu evolution and performance

Due to the dependence of the algorithm efficiencies and trigger rates upon luminosity, it was necessary to update the primary physics triggers to cope with the increasing pile-up levels. Since the L1 rate was reduced by adjusting calorimeter noise thresholds, only small adjustments needed to be made to the overall L1 threshold. Table 2 summarizes the algorithms and trigger thresholds used during Run-2 data taking. In 2015–2016, the mht $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ was used. From 2016, the pufit $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ was combined with cell $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$, thereby mitigating the effect of pile-up.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Trigger name</th>
<th>HLT algorithm</th>
<th>L1 threshold [GeV]</th>
<th>HLT threshold [GeV]</th>
<th>$\int L , dt$ [fb$^{-1}$]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>HLT_xe70_mht_L1XE50</td>
<td>mht</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>HLT_xe90_mht_L1XE50</td>
<td>mht</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>HLT_xe110_mht_L1XE50</td>
<td>mht</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>HLT_xe90_pufit_L1XE50</td>
<td>pufit,cell</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>90, 50</td>
<td>21.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>HLT_xe100_pufit_L1XE50</td>
<td>pufit,cell</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100, 50</td>
<td>33.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>HLT_xe110_pufit_L1XE50</td>
<td>pufit,cell</td>
<td>50 (55)</td>
<td>110, 50</td>
<td>47.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>HLT_xe110_pufit_xe65_L1XE50</td>
<td>pufit,cell</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>110, 65</td>
<td>57.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>HLT_xe110_pufit_xe70_L1XE50</td>
<td>pufit,cell</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>110, 70</td>
<td>62.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.** The evolution of the primary $E_{\text{miss}}$ physics triggers through the years of the LHC physics Run 2 from 2015 to 2018. For each year the table shows the algorithms used, the L1 and HLT thresholds applied and the integrated luminosity collected. Where two HLT thresholds are given, the first corresponds to the pufit algorithm and the second to the cell algorithm. In 2017, the pufit algorithm was used in conjunction with an additional requirement that cell $E_{\text{miss}} > 50$ GeV, which is not explicit in its name. The integrated luminosities are not exclusive and cannot be summed to obtain a total integrated luminosity.

**Figure 9.** High-level trigger output rates, as a function of $\langle \mu \rangle$, shown separately for example runs in each year 2015–2018, for triggers HLT_xe70_mht (2015), HLT_xe90_mht and HLT_xe110_mht (2016), HLT_xe110_pufit (2017), HLT_xe110_pufit_xe65 and HLT_xe110_pufit_xe70 (2018). The HLT_xe110_pufit trigger used during 2017 also included an implicit requirement of cell $E_{\text{miss}} > 50$ GeV.
Figure 10. Full-chain trigger efficiencies for each year (a) as a function of $p_T(\mu\mu)$ and (b) as a function of $\langle \mu \rangle$ for $p_T(\mu\mu) > 150$ GeV. The efficiency corresponds to that of the lowest unprescaled trigger that is adjusted throughout each year (table 2). The uncertainties are statistical.

The trigger names carry information about the algorithms and thresholds used. For example, L1XE50, denotes that the requirement is placed upon the first-level trigger (L1), that the requirement is on the value of $E_{\text{miss}}$ (XE), and provides the value of the L1 trigger threshold (50 GeV). The naming convention for full trigger paths can be parsed to give the trigger algorithms and their thresholds. For example, for the trigger path named HLT_xe110_pufit_L1XE50, the prefix HLT indicates that the event must satisfy the high-level trigger requirement; xe110 indicates that the HLT threshold used was 110 GeV; pufit refers to the HLT algorithm used (except in the special case of the cell $E_{\text{miss}}$ algorithm, where the additional algorithm name is omitted), and L1XE50 refers to the L1 item used and its threshold.

Typical output rates for various HLT algorithms are shown year-by-year in figure 9. The reduction in rate obtained by using the pufit-based algorithms is a factor of ten or more for higher values of $\langle \mu \rangle$.

The overall (L1 + HLT) $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}$ trigger efficiency is shown year-by-year in figure 10. The efficiency is shown both as a function of $p_T(\mu\mu)$ and as a function of pile-up. The latter demonstrates that the efficiency remained stable within a few percent even at the highest pile-up values recorded.

5.5 Algorithm computation times

Average CPU times for the various steps used in the HLT $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}$ algorithms are given in table 3. For all algorithms except cell, the fraction of the computation time needed for evaluating the final $E_{\text{T}}^{\text{miss}}$ from previously determined input elements is negligible, and most of the CPU time is spent reconstructing cells and topological clusters. All steps satisfy the requirement described in section 3 that the CPU time does not exceed $\mathcal{O}(100\text{ ms})$. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm step</th>
<th>Time per step [ms]</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calorimeter cell reconstruction</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>tc, lcw, pufit, cell, mht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topological cluster reconstruction</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>tc, lcw, pufit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet reconstruction</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>tc, lcw, pufit, cell, mht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_T^{\text{miss}}$ evaluation time [ms]</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total time (ms)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>tc, lcw, pufit, cell, mht</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. The average execution time of each step in computing $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ in the HLT online farm. The dot (●) indicates the required steps for each algorithm. The time to evaluate the $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ is shown as well, with the total time per step added to the evaluation time.

### 5.6 Dependence on event characteristics

All of the previous efficiencies are computed using the clean reference sample selected with two muons in the final state. This sample is dominated by $Z \rightarrow \mu\mu$ events produced with additional jets. Because the detector response is not identical for events selected according to different criteria, the computation of $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ also depends on the event characteristics, for example whether jets or electrons are required to be present. In this section the trigger efficiency is evaluated and compared for a variety of offline event selections.

To complement the $Z \rightarrow \mu\mu$ events, four other selections are defined, as shown in table 4. The $t\bar{t}$ selections target the pair production of top quarks, and are particularly useful for examining performance in events with a large number of jets. These selections require that the event contain either (i) exactly one electron and no muons or (ii) exactly one muon and no electrons or (iii) exactly one electron and one muon. The vector boson fusion (VBF) selection targets events characterized by two energetic jets, where typically at least one jet is in the forward calorimeter. The selection requires two jets separated by a large pseudorapidity difference and not back-to-back in azimuth. The $W$ boson sample targets the $W \rightarrow e\nu$ process, and samples events with electromagnetic energy deposits that can be larger than 50 GeV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physics process</th>
<th>Offline $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ definition</th>
<th>Lepton(s)</th>
<th>Kinematics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Z \rightarrow \mu\mu$</td>
<td>$p_T(\mu\mu)$</td>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>$66.6 &lt; m(\mu\mu) &lt; 116.6$ GeV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W \rightarrow e\nu$</td>
<td>Tight</td>
<td>$e$</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VBF</td>
<td>Tight</td>
<td>$\mu, p_T &gt; 30$ GeV</td>
<td>Exactly two jets, $p_T &gt; 80$ (50) GeV, $</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t\bar{t}$</td>
<td>Tight</td>
<td>$e, \mu, e^\pm\mu^\mp$</td>
<td>$\geq 2$ $b$-tagged jets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Definition of offline analysis selections used for efficiency measurements, labelled by the physics process being examined. All indicated lepton requirements implicitly require $p_T(\ell) > 25$ GeV unless specified. The offline $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ definitions correspond to different working points. When multiple jets are required with different $p_T$ thresholds, the threshold for the subleading jet is listed in parentheses, e.g. 80 (50) GeV.
In general, the efficiency for $E_T^{miss}$ is similar to the trigger algorithm. It can also be seen that events containing forward jets in the VBF selections, or containing jets from top quark decays (right) have a somewhat different behaviour than those events selected without jet requirements (left). Such variations

Figure 11. Efficiencies for the first-level trigger L1XE50 and the combined L1+HLT trigger chain HLT_xe110_pufit_xe65_L1XE50 in data recorded in the year 2018 are shown as a function of $(\mu)$ for two different offline $E_T^{miss}$ thresholds and four different physics selections: (a) $W \rightarrow e\nu$ and $Z \rightarrow \mu\mu$ selections with offline $E_T^{miss} > 150$ GeV (b) $t\bar{t}$ and vector boson fusion selections with offline $E_T^{miss} > 150$ GeV (c) $W \rightarrow e\nu$ and $Z \rightarrow \mu\mu$ selections with offline $E_T^{miss} > 175$ GeV (d) $t\bar{t}$ and vector boson fusion selections with offline $E_T^{miss} > 175$ GeV. The uncertainties are statistical.

The $W$ boson, VBF and $t\bar{t}$ samples were each collected using a trigger that selects events containing a single isolated electron or muon. The required lepton transverse momentum thresholds were in the range 24–26 GeV, where the $p_T$ value corresponds to the lowest threshold single lepton trigger available for a given luminosity.
are also to be expected, since the $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ resolution and scale change if any jets are present and depend on their energies and the region(s) of the calorimeter in which they are found.

5.7 Comparison with Monte Carlo simulation

It is important for most physics analyses to quantify the efficiency with which the trigger selects the events of interest. Depending on the details of the analysis, the $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ trigger efficiency may be determined from data alone, from a Monte Carlo simulation, or from a combination of the two. A concern with using Monte Carlo simulation to derive the $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ trigger efficiency is the effect of any residual difference between data and simulation. For example, as described in section 3.1, the noise thresholds of the L1 $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ trigger algorithm are adjusted periodically during data taking, but it is generally impractical to include such changes in the simulation. Because the $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ triggers use information from the full calorimeter, the efficiency determined using $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ triggers is more sensitive to changes in noise thresholds than the efficiency of other triggers.

Many ATLAS physics analyses render residual $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ trigger inefficiencies largely immaterial by requiring that the offline $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ be larger than 200 GeV. This requirement means that selected events are in a region in which the trigger efficiency is greater than 99% and therefore inefficiencies are negligible. However, some analyses, particularly those in which the number of events falls rapidly with increasing $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ (such as those in refs. [4, 8, 11]) motivate the use of $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ thresholds below the trigger plateau in order to maintain high signal efficiency. For these and similar cases the $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ trigger efficiency needs to be determined, often by using Monte Carlo simulations. Any differences between the simulation and the data may therefore lead to an incorrect calculation of the efficiency if the simulation alone were to be relied upon.

To account for residual differences between data and simulation, corrections referred to as scale factors are determined by measuring the ratio of the trigger efficiency using data to that expected from simulation. These are subsequently applied to correct the signal and background simulation. In the case of the $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ trigger the values of the scale factors vary with properties that include, e.g., the value of the trigger threshold, the cell noise thresholds, the definition of offline $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ and the details of the offline selection. Given that the $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ trigger is used for a large range of offline selections with widely varying final states, no single scale factor suitable for all cases can be found. Instead, analysis-specific corrections must be employed.

Comparisons between the trigger efficiency as predicted by Monte Carlo simulation and as measured in data were performed for both the L1 and the combined L1+HLT trigger chain, using data recorded during 2018. The trigger employed for those data is the combined pufit+cell algorithm with thresholds as indicated in table 2. The variant of the offline $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ used is that referred to as ‘tenacious’, and is described in section 4. The efficiency is measured using events containing a single muon, which, as elsewhere, is treated as being invisible in the $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ calculation. The selection requirements are otherwise similar to the row labelled ‘VBF’ in table 4, except that: the requirements on the VBF jets are changed such that $|\Delta \phi(jj)| < 2.0$ and $m(jj) > 200$ GeV. In addition, for figure 12a, exactly two jets are required and $|\Delta \eta(jj)| > 5.0$, while figure 12b is binned in jet multiplicity and $|\Delta \eta(jj)| > 3.5$. This selection is similar to that used in the VBF Higgs-to-invisible analysis [4].
Monte Carlo simulated samples of the $Z \rightarrow \nu\nu$, $W \rightarrow \ell\nu$ and $Z \rightarrow \ell\ell$ processes were generated at next-to-leading order (NLO) in strong coupling constant $\alpha_s$ using SHERPA 2.2.1 [30]. These calculations use the Comix [31] and OpenLoops [32] matrix element generators, and merging was done with the SHERPA parton shower [33] using the ME+PS@NLO prescription [34]. The NNPDF3.0 parton distribution function (PDF) set [35] computed at next-to-next-to-leading order in $\alpha_s$ was used, along with dedicated parton shower tuning parameters developed for SHERPA 2.2.1 [36]. After the events were generated, the response of the detector [37] is simulated using GEANT4 [38]. Each $W$ or $Z$ boson event was overlaid with 15–70 pile-up collisions to match the distribution in data. The pile-up events were simulated using PYTHIA 8.1 [39] with the MSTW2008 PDF set [35] and A3 set of parameters tuned to data [40, 41]. The efficiency as a function of offline $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ is shown in figure 12a. In the trigger turn-on region at lower values of offline $E_T^{\text{miss}}$, a difference can be observed between data and simulation, an effect largely attributable to the L1 trigger. The lower panel shows the ratio of data-determined to simulated efficiency as a function of the offline $E_T^{\text{miss}}$. This ratio is an example of the scale factor that can be applied to simulated Monte Carlo events to correct their $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ trigger efficiency. Figure 12b shows the efficiency with respect to $\langle \mu \rangle$ for a selection that requires offline $E_T^{\text{miss}} > 150$ GeV and either exactly 2 or $\geq 3$ jets. It can be seen that the Monte Carlo simulations overestimate the efficiency by a few percent. Such considerations show the need both to correct for the differences between data and simulation when working in the turn-on region, and to understand the behaviour of the resulting scale factors for appropriate selections.
6 Conclusion

Despite the considerable increase in luminosity during Run 2 of the LHC (2015–2018), it was possible to maintain the excellent performance of the ATLAS $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ trigger. This was achieved through a dedicated programme of developing, testing, evaluating and optimizing various pile-up mitigation algorithms.

For triggers without any pile-up correction, a steep increase in trigger rate with pile-up is observed. This behaviour is consistent with expectations from a two-component background $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ distribution model.

Several $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ trigger algorithms were introduced in ATLAS during LHC Run 2. Both the first-level and high-level trigger algorithms were improved to maintain a similar level of efficiency throughout the data-taking period. These included a new high-level trigger algorithm which uses a fit to determine pile-up-induced local energy deposits in individual events to reduce the impact of increasing luminosity on the $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ trigger rate. In addition, it was found that combining algorithms related to different sources of high-$E_T^{\text{miss}}$ tails could, with an appropriate choice of thresholds, help maintain high efficiency while keeping trigger rates under control. The new algorithms enabled the offline $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ selection to become efficient about 25 GeV earlier than would have previously been possible. In the trigger turn-on region the new algorithms recovered up to double the number of events that would have been possible previously.

A study of the $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ trigger performance for different signal samples shows only a small degradation of the efficiency despite the factor of four increase in instantaneous luminosity during the four-year LHC Run-2 period. The $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ trigger behaviour agrees in general with predictions from Monte Carlo simulations. However, the low-$E_T^{\text{miss}}$ region, where the trigger is not fully efficient, is more difficult to model precisely. Since different $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ algorithms respond differently depending on the characteristics of the event, it is necessary for analyses working in this low-$E_T^{\text{miss}}$ region to determine the specific corrections appropriate to their particular event selection.

The predictions from the background model extend up to $\mu = 200$, the value anticipated for the HL-LHC [29]. The predicted rates are those that would be obtained if no changes were made to the algorithm to mitigate pile-up. The equal-threshold acceptance fractions predicted for this level of pile-up are about two orders of magnitude higher than in Run 2, making that environment even more challenging for the $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ trigger. The upgrades planned for ATLAS from 2021 to 2025 will enable a factor of ten increase in trigger rate and a first-level trigger that takes advantage of the full calorimeter granularity. As found in the results presented in this paper, mitigation of pile-up is possible, by use of specifically-designed algorithms which can achieve lower rates for the same signal efficiency. Use of tracking information can also mitigate the pile-up effect, as can increasing the cell noise thresholds. However, from the rate predictions it is clear that further development of the high-level $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ trigger algorithms will also be required.
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A Full definition of the trigger implementing local pile-up suppression

The details of the pufit algorithm, introduced in section 3.5, are as follows.

To estimate the contribution from high-$E_T$ energy deposits, the calorimeter is divided into equal area `patches’. Using 8 divisions in $\phi$ and 14 in $\eta$ yields a total of 112 patches, each with an area similar to that of an $R = 0.4$ jet. The energy for each patch is computed from the sum of all the clusters that fall within that patch. To prevent a jet from being split into two low-$E_T$ patches, four sets of patches are constructed in parallel, with each set shifted by half of a patch size along $\eta$ and/or $\phi$. From the four candidate sets of patches, the algorithm selects the set that yields the largest scalar sum of $E_T$ from the high-$E_T$ patches. The transverse energy in each patch is then used to select the hard-scatter and
pile-up patches. Finally, a fit is performed to determine the pile-up contribution to each hard-scatter patch.

The fit is constrained by two assumptions: first that the vector sum of $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ over all pile-up contributions should be zero, and second that the pile-up should be relatively evenly distributed throughout the detector.

**Stage 1: selection of hard-scatter patches.** The hard-scatter patch threshold is determined for each event from the trimmed mean and variance of the distribution of the patch $E_T$ values in the event. The patch $E_T$ values are sorted in ascending order and a trimmed mean is determined by discarding the 5\% of patches with the lowest $E_T$ and the 5\% of patches with the highest $E_T$. The trimmed mean is given by:

$$
\langle E_T \rangle_{\text{patch}} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=0.05N}^{0.95N} E_T^j,
$$

where $N$ is the total number of patches. The variance of the patch $E_T$ values is estimated using the sample variance, calculated as

$$
V_{\text{patch}} = \frac{1}{N} \left\{ \sum_{j=1}^{0.95N} (E_T^j - \langle E_T \rangle_{\text{patch}})^2 + \sum_{j=1}^{0.05N} (E_T^j - \langle E_T \rangle_{\text{patch}})^2 \right\},
$$

where the second term uses the lowest 5\% of patches (already included in the first term) to estimate the contribution to the variance from pile-up in the highest 5\%. The highest 5\% are excluded because the sample is biased by hard-scatter jets. The patch threshold is then set to

$$
E_T^{\text{thres}} = \langle E_T \rangle_{\text{patch}} + n_\sigma \sqrt{V_{\text{patch}}},
$$

with $n_\sigma$ chosen to be 5, based on rate considerations. The typical value for $E_T^{\text{thres}}$ after the L1 requirement is 30 GeV.

With the threshold determined, patches are categorized as high-$E_T$ or low-$E_T$ if they have transverse energy above or below $E_T^{\text{thres}}$, respectively. Any event that has no patch above threshold has $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ set to zero and is rejected by the trigger. Approximately 97\% of background events that pass the L1XE50 trigger have at least one hard-scatter patch.

**Stage 2: performing the fit.** The fit of the pile-up contribution to each of the high-$E_T$ patches is performed by minimizing the $\chi^2$ function

$$
\chi^2(E_{T1}, \ldots, E_{Tm}) = \Delta^T V^{-1} \Delta.
$$

In this expression $V$ is the associated covariance matrix, and the variables $E_{Tk}$ are the pile-up contributions to the transverse energies of the $m$ high-$E_T$ patches. The values of $E_{Tk}$ are determined by minimizing this $\chi^2$ function. The $(m + 2)$-dimensional vector $\Delta$ is
\[
\Delta = \begin{pmatrix}
\sum_{i=1}^{N_{\text{low}}} E_{x_i} + \sum_{k=1}^{m} E_{T_k} \cos \phi_k \\
\sum_{i=1}^{N_{\text{low}}} E_{y_i} + \sum_{k=1}^{m} E_{T_k} \sin \phi_k \\
A_1/A_{\text{low}} \times \sum_{i=1}^{N_{\text{low}}} E_{T_i} - E_{T_1} \\
\vdots \\
A_m/A_{\text{low}} \times \sum_{i=1}^{N_{\text{low}}} E_{T_i} - E_{T_m}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

where the \( A_k \) are the areas of each of the \( m \) high-\( E_T \) patches, and \( A_{\text{low}} \) is the summed area of the low-\( E_T \) patches. The first two lines impose the transverse momentum conservation constraints \( \sum E_x = 0 \) and \( \sum E_y = 0 \) on the pile-up contributions. On each of those two lines, the first sum (for which \( N_{\text{low}} = N - m \)) runs over the low-\( E_T \) patches, and the second over the estimated contributions of pile-up in the high-\( E_T \) patches. The quantities \( \cos \phi_k \) and \( \sin \phi_k \) are given by \( E_{x_k}/E_{T_k} \) and \( E_{y_k}/E_{T_k} \), respectively. Each of the remaining \( m \) lines corresponds to one of the high-\( E_T \) patches, and penalizes any difference between the to-be-fitted pile-up estimate in that patch \( E_{T_i} \) and the amount of pile-up transverse energy that would be expected in it, based on the event-wide average transverse energy density (as calculated from the low-\( E_T \) patches). The event-wide transverse energy is given by the term \( A_k/A_{\text{low}} \times \sum_{i=1}^{N_{\text{low}}} E_{T_i} \), where the ratio \( \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N_{\text{low}}} E_{T_i} \right) / A_{\text{low}} \) is the average energy density from the low-\( E_T \) patches.

For the determination of the covariance matrix, the fluctuations of all of the low-\( E_T \) patches are calculated from the contribution to the calorimeter energies due to detector resolution. The uncertainty in each measured patch transverse energy \( E_{T_i} \) is taken as

\[
\sigma_i^2 = r_0^2 + r^2 E_{T_i},
\]

where \( r \) is the resolution scale, set to 0.5 GeV\(^{1/2} \) and determined from calorimeter energy resolutions. The \( r_0 \) term is a resolution floor (0.05 GeV), introduced to avoid numerical problems for events where most of the patches have no deposited \( E_T \). The patch sample variance \( V_{\text{patch}} \) calculated above is used for the lower \( m \) diagonal elements. The full covariance matrix is

\[
V = \begin{pmatrix}
V_{11} & V_{12} & 0 & 0 & \ldots & 0 \\
V_{12} & V_{22} & 0 & 0 & \ldots & 0 \\
0 & 0 & sV_{\text{patch}} & 0 & \ldots & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & \ldots & sV_{\text{patch}}
\end{pmatrix}
\]
where the upper $2 \times 2$ block is given by
\[
V_{\text{cov}} = 
\begin{pmatrix}
V_{11} & V_{12} \\
V_{12} & V_{22}
\end{pmatrix} = 
\begin{pmatrix}
\sum_{i}^{N_{\text{low}}} \sigma_{i}^{2} \cos^{2} \phi_{i} & \sum_{i}^{N_{\text{low}}} \sigma_{i}^{2} \cos \phi_{i} \sin \phi_{i} \\
\sum_{i}^{N_{\text{low}}} \sigma_{i}^{2} \cos \phi_{i} \sin \phi_{i} & \sum_{i}^{N_{\text{low}}} \sigma_{i}^{2} \sin^{2} \phi_{i}
\end{pmatrix},
\]
and $s = 1$ is determined by optimizing the fit.

The minimization of the $\chi^{2}$ function with respect to the $E_{T_k}$ is performed analytically, avoiding computationally expensive numerical minimization. The solution involves solving an $m \times m$ linear system, where $m$, the number of above-threshold patches, is typically 4 or 5.

Minimizing the function gives
\[
0 = 1 \frac{\partial \chi^{2}}{2 \partial E_{T_k}} = (\cos \phi_{k}, \sin \phi_{k}) V_{\text{cov}}^{-1} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N_{\text{low}}} E_{x_i} + \sum_{j=1}^{m} E_{T_j} \cos \phi_{j} \right) - \frac{1}{s V_{\text{patch}}} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N_{\text{low}}} E_{x_i} \right) E_{T_k}^{\text{miss}}.
\]

The solution to this equation is given by the matrix equation
\[
E_{T_k} = [X^{-1}]_{ki} c_{i},
\]
where the $m \times m$ matrix
\[
X_{ik} = (\cos \phi_{i}, \sin \phi_{i}) V_{\text{cov}}^{-1} \left( \cos \phi_{k}, \sin \phi_{k} \right) + \frac{\delta_{ik}}{s V_{\text{patch}}},
\]
and
\[
c_{i} = \frac{A_{i}}{A_{\text{low}}} \sum_{j=1}^{N_{\text{low}}} E_{T_j} - (\cos \phi_{i}, \sin \phi_{i}) V_{\text{cov}}^{-1} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{N_{\text{low}}} E_{x_j} \right).
\]

The $E_{T}^{\text{miss}}$ for the event is then calculated from the $m$ high-$E_{T}$ patches and the fit results for the pile-up contribution to the energy in these patches, where now
\[
E_{x}^{\text{miss}} = - \sum_{k=1}^{m} (E_{x_k} - E_{T_k} \cos \phi_{k}),
\]
\[
E_{y}^{\text{miss}} = - \sum_{k=1}^{m} (E_{y_k} - E_{T_k} \sin \phi_{k}),
\]
and finally $E_{T}^{\text{miss}} = \sqrt{(E_{x}^{\text{miss}})^{2} + (E_{y}^{\text{miss}})^{2}}$.

B Details of the offline reconstruction algorithms

In the offline analyses, tracks with $p_{T} > 400$ MeV are reconstructed to identify a common vertex [42] and an event is required to have at least one such vertex. If more than one vertex is found in the event, the primary vertex is defined as the one with the largest $\sum \frac{E_{T}^{2}}{p_{T}}$, where the sum runs over all tracks associated with the vertex.
Electrons are reconstructed by matching tracks that originate from the primary vertex with clusters of energy deposits in the calorimeter [43]. They are required to have $p_T > 25\text{ GeV}$ and $|\eta| < 2.47$. To suppress electrons that originate from the hadronic showers of jets, the electron is also required to be isolated using information from the calorimeter and tracks within a cone of size $\Delta R = 0.2$ around the electron direction. The total efficiency of electron reconstruction and isolation is 85% for an electron with $p_T \approx 30\text{ GeV}$.

Muons are reconstructed by matching tracks from the muon spectrometer with inner-detector tracks that are associated with the primary vertex [44]. Muons are required to have $p_T > 25\text{ GeV}$ and $|\eta| < 2.47$, and they are required to be isolated. For the isolation working point used, the efficiency for a muon with $p_T$ in the range 20–100 GeV is 96%.

Jets are reconstructed starting with information from the calorimeter. Cells are grouped into topological clusters [13], described in section 3.3, which in turn are used to reconstruct jets using the anti-$k_t$ algorithm with a radius parameter of $R = 0.4$. Jets are required to have $p_T > 20\text{ GeV}$ and $|\eta| < 4.5$. To suppress jets that come from pile-up, those that have $|\eta| < 2.4$ are required to exceed the jet vertex tagger (JVT) threshold [25]. The JVT uses tracks and vertices to assign a likelihood for a jet to be associated with the primary vertex. Jets that fail the JVT requirement are removed, as they are likely to be due to pile-up. The efficiency to select a jet from a signal process is 92%, while jets originating from pile-up collisions are rejected 99% of the time in the $p_T$ range 20–50 GeV. Each jet with $|\eta| < 2.5$ is evaluated for the likelihood that it originated from a $b$-hadron [45]. The efficiency for tagging a jet containing a $b$-hadron is 77% for jets originating from $t\bar{t}$ events [46].

When selecting events based on the number of jets and leptons (electrons or muons), it is necessary to resolve the ambiguity for cases where a reconstructed jet and a lepton both result from the same detector signals. To remove such ambiguities, a sequential overlap removal procedure is defined. If the jet is within a cone of size $\Delta R = 0.2$ around any electron, the jet is removed. If a jet is found within a conical annulus defined by $0.2 < \Delta R < 0.4$, then the electron is removed. If there is a muon within $\Delta R = 0.4$ of a jet, and the jet has at least three charged tracks with $p_T > 500\text{ MeV}$, then the muon is removed; otherwise the jet is removed.

### C The cell $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ background distribution model

The details of the background cell $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ distribution model discussed in section 5.1 are as follows. The model has two components. The first covers the bulk of the distribution, which is assumed to originate from resolution effects. The second component, which dominates in the tail, comes from rare occurrences which scale linearly with the luminosity, and hence, for fixed beam parameters, linearly with the instantaneous average number $\mu$ of interactions per bunch crossing.

**Component 1: $\Sigma E_T$ resolution-dependent bulk distribution.** The bulk resolution effects are assumed to depend on the total transverse energy deposited in the calorimeter, $\Sigma E_T$. It is assumed that the two perpendicular components of $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ are independently identically Gaussian distributed with a width $\sigma(\Sigma E_T)$ that depends on $\Sigma E_T$, such that
Figure 13. Data and fits to data for $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ model. (a) A comparison of the measured cell-algorithm $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ distribution with a Rayleigh distribution fit, for a narrow range of pile-up centred on $\langle \mu \rangle \approx 50$. The black histogram is the distribution from the unbiased data. The red curve is the result of a fit to a Rayleigh distribution. (b) Values of $\sigma$ are shown from Rayleigh fits to $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ distributions for 6 values of $\langle \mu \rangle$ and 50 values of $\sqrt{\Sigma E_T}$ per $\langle \mu \rangle$ value, as well as the data from which the fits are obtained. Also shown are straight-line fits to the 50 $\sqrt{\Sigma E_T}$ bins for each $\langle \mu \rangle$.

events with a given $\Sigma E_T$ will obey a Rayleigh distribution in $E_T^{\text{miss}}$, 

$$R(E_T^{\text{miss}}|\sigma(\Sigma E_T)) = (E_T^{\text{miss}}/\sigma^2) \exp(-[E_T^{\text{miss}}]^2/2\sigma^2).$$

In turn the probability density function of $\Sigma E_T$ is assumed to be a function $P(\Sigma E_T|\mu, \gamma)$, where $\mu$ is the instantaneous average number of interactions per bunch crossing and $\gamma$ is used to parameterize any other dependencies. For a given $\mu$, $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ is distributed according to the probability density function

$$P_{\text{res}}(E_T^{\text{miss}}|\mu) = \int_0^\infty R(E_T^{\text{miss}}|\sigma(\Sigma E_T)) P(\Sigma E_T|\mu, \gamma) \, d(\Sigma E_T). \quad (C.1)$$

In order to sample from the distribution $P_{\text{res}}(E_T^{\text{miss}}|\mu)$, expressions for both $\sigma(\Sigma E_T)$ and $P(\Sigma E_T|\mu, \gamma)$ are needed.

Fits to find $\sigma(\Sigma E_T)$ are discussed first. Figure 13a shows an example cell $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ distribution for a narrow range around $\langle \mu \rangle \approx 50$ and $\Sigma E_T \approx 400$ GeV. The plot also shows a Rayleigh fit to the $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ distribution; the fit characterizes it well except at the highest $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ values. The points in figure 13b show the values of $\sigma$ obtained from fits to the $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ distribution for 6 values of $\langle \mu \rangle$ and 50 bins of $(\Sigma E_T)^{1/2}$ for each $\langle \mu \rangle$. Although some $\langle \mu \rangle$ dependence is visible, the model provides a reasonable description of the data using a parameterization of the resolution given by $\sigma(\Sigma E_T) = \alpha_1 + \alpha_2 \sqrt{\Sigma E_T}$ with $\alpha_1 = 3$ GeV and $\alpha_2 = 0.465$ GeV$^{1/2}$. Plots like those in figure 13b show that this linear fit is a good model for the bulk of events and performs poorly only in ranges of the total transverse energy where the Rayleigh fits do not provide a good description of the $E_T^{\text{miss}}$.

To find the $\Sigma E_T$ probability density function $P(\Sigma E_T|\mu, \gamma)$, one may first consider the distribution $S_1(\Sigma E_T|\gamma)$ of the $\Sigma E_T$ for a single proton-proton interaction. The corresponding distribution $S_n(\Sigma E_T|\gamma)$ for $n$ simultaneous proton-proton interactions is given by the
The $n$-fold convolution of $S_1(\Sigma E_T|\bar{\eta})$. The values of $n$ that are sampled for any $\mu$ are assumed to be Poisson distributed with mean $\mu$, so that the resulting distribution $P(\Sigma E_T|\mu, \bar{\eta})$ is given by a Poisson-weighted sum of terms, each term being the product of the Poisson probability for $n$ interactions given $\mu$ with the corresponding $S_n(\Sigma E_T|\bar{\eta})$:

$$P(\Sigma E_T|\mu, \bar{\eta}) = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \text{Poi}(n|\mu)S_n(\Sigma E_T|\bar{\eta}).$$

In the absence of data taken at low $\langle \mu \rangle$ under the same beam conditions, $S_1(\Sigma E_T|\bar{\eta})$ cannot be determined directly. Instead, various models of $S_1(\Sigma E_T|\bar{\eta})$ are explored by varying their parameters until the calculation gives a reasonable match to the measured high-luminosity $P(\Sigma E_T|\mu, \bar{\eta})$ distributions. It is found that a single-interaction $\Sigma E_T$ distribution of the form $S_1(\Sigma E_T|\bar{\eta}) = \gamma_1 \exp(-\gamma_1 \Sigma') + (1 - \gamma_3)\gamma_2 \exp(-\gamma_2 \Sigma')$ gives a result that matches the data well for $\gamma_1$ of about 20 or greater. The parameters of this expression are $\gamma_1 = 0.070$ GeV$^{-1}$, $\gamma_2 = 0.009$ GeV$^{-1}$, $\gamma_3 = 0.995$, and for the $\mu$-dependent substitution $\Sigma' = \Sigma E_T - (\gamma_4 + \gamma_5 \times \mu)$ with $\gamma_4 = 25$ GeV and $\gamma_5 = -5$ GeV. Figure 14 shows an example of the $\Sigma E_T$ modelling for $\mu_i = 50$.

The $n$-fold convolution can be carried out analytically only for a limited number of functions. For example, the single-interaction $\Sigma E_T$ distribution for the LHC Run 1 was approximated by a single exponential function, and the convolution was then performed as described in ref. [47]. For the more complicated functions used in the present calculation, the convolution and Poisson sum is computed using a fast Fourier transform and the method described in refs. [48] and [49].

The Fourier transform $\tilde{P}(\omega|\mu, \bar{\eta})$ of the weighted convolution sum $P(\Sigma E_T|\mu, \bar{\eta})$ is rewritten as the infinite sum of Fourier transforms over $S_1(\Sigma E_T|\bar{\eta})$, denoted by $\tilde{S}_1(\omega|\bar{\eta})$. This facilitates calculation, as the infinite sum can be performed using the Fourier transform:

$$\tilde{P}(\omega|\mu, \bar{\eta}) = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \text{Poi}(n|\mu)\tilde{S}_n(\omega|\bar{\eta})$$

$$= \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \text{Poi}(n|\mu)(2\pi)^{-1}(\tilde{S}_1(\omega|\bar{\eta}))^n$$

$$= \frac{1}{2\pi} e^{-\mu} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} (2\pi)^n \mu^n (\tilde{S}_1(\omega|\bar{\eta}))^n/n!$$

$$= \frac{1}{2\pi} e^{-\mu} \left( \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} [2\pi \mu \tilde{S}_1(\omega|\bar{\eta})]^n/n! - 1 \right)$$

$$= \frac{1}{2\pi} e^{-\mu} \left( \exp \left( 2\pi \mu \tilde{S}_1(\omega|\bar{\eta}) \right) - 1 \right).$$

In principle, one could also take a logarithm of the exponential term in the final expression above to directly solve for $\tilde{S}_1(\omega|\bar{\eta})$ from $\tilde{P}(\omega|\mu, \bar{\eta})$. However, the uncertainties in the $P(\Sigma E_T|\mu, \bar{\eta})$ distribution are amplified in this process, making it impossible in practice to obtain useful results in this way.
Component 2: luminosity-dependent tail from rare events. The Rayleigh distribution resolution model described above is found to describe the observed cell $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ distribution well for $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ up to about 50 GeV, but not beyond. A second component, which contributes more at larger $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ values, is assumed to come from a combination of events with rare calorimeter measurement fluctuations, for example very poor measurement of a single jet in a two-jet event, and from events containing non-interacting particles, such as those in which semileptonic $b$-hadron decays produce neutrinos. The probability of such an event is expected to scale linearly with luminosity, and hence for fixed bunch-crossing rate, to scale linearly with $\mu$. Indeed, a Fréchet function that is linearly dependent on $\mu$,

$$
\mu F(E_T^{\text{miss}} | m, \alpha, s) = \mu A \frac{\alpha}{s} \left( \frac{E_T^{\text{miss}} - m}{s} \right)^{-1-\alpha} \exp \left[ - \left( \frac{E_T^{\text{miss}} - m}{s} \right)^{-\alpha} \right]
$$

is found to describe the high $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ distribution, with parameters $\alpha = 3.54$, $s = 8$ GeV, and $m = 40$ GeV, and with the probability per single $pp$ interaction of such a tail event being $A = 10^{-5}$.

Full $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ distribution. The complete model $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ distribution is then obtained by vector addition of the two $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ sources. A random azimuthal angle $\phi_{\text{rand}}$ is assumed between the two vectors and the magnitude of the $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ is sampled from two sources. These are (i) the $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ distribution in eq. (C.1) from the resolution function of the total transverse energy in eq. (C.2), and (ii) a tail modelled with the Fréchet distribution, depending linearly upon $\mu$, in eq. (C.3). The combination yields

$$
\text{Event } E_T^{\text{miss}} = |E_T^{\text{miss}}(\text{resolution}) \hat{n}_T(\phi = 0) + E_T^{\text{miss}}(\text{tail}) \hat{n}_T(\phi = \phi_{\text{rand}})|.
$$

It is the distribution of this quantity that is compared with data in section 5.1.
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